Cyrus – Klepcys Chronograph
Self-winding chronograph movement with 48-hour
power reserve
Cyrus has remained true to its dynamic attitude and winning spirit that ensure it never hesitates
to take risks by wagering on the future. Guided by its philosophy based on pursuing the exceptional, along with its love of Fine Watchmaking, it has consistently cultivated the intrinsic values of
comfort, aesthetic elegance and emotional appeal.
After three years of intense work and close cooperation, the new Klepcys Chronograph was
unveiled at Baselworld 2015. Inspired by the original Klepcys, but fitted with a new case enhanced by brushed and shot-blasted finishing, this new model thus appeared subtly transformed
and even more harmoniously proportioned than its predecessors. The original aesthetic arrangement of its functions enables it to combine user friendliness and legibility, while pleasing comfort
on the wrist is ensured by a supple rubber strap equipped with a double-blade fine adjustment
system operated tool-free with just two fingers.
The two crowns, placed facing each other, share the roles between them: Start/Stop for the righthand one; and resetting for the one on the left. While the notion of balance is the cornerstone in
developing this product, it was directly inspired by Leonardo da Vinci’s famous statement :
<i>« Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication ».
On a chronograph, the usual display layout involves central hours and minutes hands, with counters normally placed at 3, 6 and/or 9 o’clock. For the Klepcys Chronograph, however. originality
took precedence over conventions, with a destructured display of the various functions providing
an opportunity to revisit the genre. This also procures a certain pleasure for the user, safe in the
knowledge of owning a chronograph unlike any other, supremely comfortable and delightfully
simple to use.
Technicals informations
CASE
Bezel and caseback in brushed steel and polished bevels.
Caseback in brushed steel.
Lugs in brushed steel with shot-blasted interiors and polished bevels.
Diameter: 46mm excluding crowns.
Crowns: Steel. At 3 o'clock: chronograph start/stop. At 9 o'clock: chronograph reset.
Front and back glasses: Anti-reflection sapphire-crystal glass.
Caseback: 29.5mm display back.
Finishes: CYRUS screw fittings.
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MOVEMENT
Selfwinding calibre CYR314 in partnership with Jean-François Mojon.
Power reserve: 48h.
Jewels: 28.
Frequency: 4HZ
DIAL
Black dial base.
Diamond-polished markers filled with Superluminova.
STRAP
Textured rubber.
Two-bladed folding clasp with comfort adjustment and titanium cover.
Swiss made.
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